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Introduction
When explaining how our CDN functions to

someone for the first time,whether to a

potential customer or a seasoned industry

veteran, the initial reaction is frequently a

puzzled stare. Those with some familiarity

with how CDNs function instantly steer the

conversation to points-of-presence (POPs).

Inevitably,we’re asked how many POPs we

have and where our edge servers are locat-

ed, the two metrics that seem to be the

most popular means of gauging the quality

of a CDN at first glance.However,our

unique CDN was built on an infrastructure

with no POPs at all, and though we have

added and are continuing to add servers in

various locations, the core of the Tulix CDN

is a centralized distribution system housed

in our data centers in Atlanta,Georgia.Our lack of POPs to list in conversations isoften met with incredulity until we explainwhy we chose to forgo the traditional CDNmodel in building our infrastructure anddelivery network. Even if our explanationisn’t quite understood, a demonstration andtest of stream delivery using our CDN isalways enough to persuade even the moststaunch doubters that it not only works, butshows consistently higher stability andquality than POP-based alternatives. Ourdecision to build a centralized distributionsystem was not an accident, but a verydeliberate and systematic effort to build ahighly scalable and global CDN, optimal forlive stream delivery. 
A Brief History of the CDNWhen CDNs first came into existence, theinternet was mostly static content, withmedia files being delivered via progressivedownload. Content was being consumed at

an exponentially growing pace by usersaround the world, and CDNs sprung up as ananswer to the need for global delivery andload distribution for high volumes of traffic.Locating edge servers in different countriesand regions around the world made sense,as it reduced the risk of a single serverbecoming overloaded with traffic andensured that users at greater distances froma file’s point of origin could reliablydownload said file with limited interruptionand stable streams.CDNs grew both in number and in size asthe demand for content continued toincrease, and the POP-based model ofdelivery became the established standard.As live streaming technology advanced andbecame a viable method of delivering videoand audio, the already-established CDNssimply adapted their existing infrastructureto distribute live content. Live streamingdelivery, as it turns out, is uniquely differentfrom the delivery of downloadable content.For one, as the name implies, live streamingis entirely in real time. Live streams areingested from the source and immediatelydelivered to viewers around the world.Using the traditional model, the viewer isserved the stream from an edge server (theCDNs POP) nearest to him or her, whichreceives the stream from the point of ingest.
Centralized Distribution System: 
The Origins of the Tulix CDNWhen live streaming was still in itsinfancy and leagues away from seeingwidespread adoption, we anticipated howmuch of an impact it would have on theconsumption of content and weredetermined to devise a scalable solution tomeet a demand we knew would be global
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and unprecedented in volume. In 1996, westreamed live from Centennial Park in Atlantaduring the Olympics. That same year, we builtthe first website for Red Lobster, laterintroducing the LobsterCam, a live stream ofthe lobster tank at the company’s customerservice center (which was only everinterrupted when the cable of the camera wascut in half by one of the tank’s temporaryresidents).From then on, we committed ourselvesentirely to building a CDN that wouldovercome the challenges associated with livestreaming, both from the hardware and thenetworking perspectives. Tulix created aninfrastructure that was highly scalable andmet the demands for global content delivery.We did this all from our data centers at 55Marietta St., a premier carrier hotel in theheart of Atlanta, without adding POPs in otherlocations until recently.
Why Centralized Distribution?As mentioned earlier, one of the keydistinguishing elements of live streams is thatthey have to be delivered immediately fromsource to viewer. There is no caching, noprogressive download, and any interruptionsbetween the origin and destination of a livestream will be noticeable to the viewer. In thetraditional model of POP-based delivery, thisallows for 3 potential points of failure, at leastfrom a networking standpoint. If any of theconnections between a source and ingest,ingest and edge server, or edge server andviewer is poor, that viewer will receive achoppy stream in the best case or no streamat all in the worst.Tulix’s CDN uses two independent route-optimization systems to dynamically assessthe connection of a viewer to our streaming

Tulix’s CDN uses full redundancy and route-optimization along four 
of the largest backbones to guarantee stability and quality.

A connection problem from ingest to edge can cause 
widespread streaming outages.
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servers in Atlanta, and we are in the processof adding a third. The route optimizers choosebetween four of the largest internetbackbones and Tier 1 providers to which ourdata centers are directly linked to determinethe path to the viewer with the lowest latencyand packet loss. These backbones weredeliberately chosen to maximize global reachand stream stability. Being located in a carrierhotel at the largest internet exchange in the

Southeastern United States means we haveaccess to, in practical terms, unlimitedbandwidth, and can add connections to thelargest global networks in a matter of weeks.POP-based CDNs locate their servers in datacenters they do not own, and thus havelimited to no control over what networks theyare connected to. Owning our own data centers means wehave complete control over our network

architecture. We use 10Gbps streamingplatforms and are currently upgrading to an800Gbps slot per network infrastructure thatwill allow us to use 40Gbps systems in thenear future. We use the fastest core routersand latest generation of supervisors availableto maintain the highest level of performance.We have tested countless streaming serversand use hybrid streaming platforms thatleverage the advantages of each for maximumscalability and quality. Everything in our datacenters is fully redundant and optimized forperformance in delivering live streamedcontent, a product of years of expertise andtesting by our engineers.This model is not a theoretical abstract, butthe one by which we have delivered livestreams to viewers around the worldconsistently with optimal performance sincewe began streaming. In recent tests of ournew TNA hybrid streaming architecture, weachieved loading times of one second as faraway as Pakistan. Like every other company,we have faced hurdles along the way as webuilt out our live streaming infrastructure, butour technical expertise and direct control ofboth hardware and network allowed us tobuild a robust and unparalleled CDN thatexcels in particular in the distribution of livestreams.
POPs: Benefits and DrawbacksMany CDNs do not own their own datacenters, but instead rent space in those ofother companies for their equipment. While athorough vetting process might ensure thatthe data centers they choose meet acceptablestandards in terms of network and reliability,the nature of the POP-based model puts thoseCDNs that rely on it entirely at risk. Eachadditional POP is a means of increasing the

A generated report that highlights the effectiveness of route-optimization.

Route-optimization can make the difference between an unwatchable
and a smooth stream.
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reach of content delivery and balancingtraffic. However, there are a multitude ofproblems and failures that can arise at eachPOP that are not directly in the control of theCDN and can lead to outages and connectivityissues as a result.This does not mean that there is no value inhaving a presence in different locations. Tulixhas recently begun horizontally scaling ourCDN by deploying nodes in Europe and is nowadding additional ones in Japan, the MiddleEast, Australia, and the west coast of theUnited States. However, these are intended toenhance our existing system and act as asolution to the cases where streams cannot bedelivered optimally via one of the fourbackbones we use. Initial requests for streamswill come to our central streaming system inAtlanta, which will decide whether to deliverthem to the requesting viewer via routeoptimization or nodes. In this scenario, thePOPs are a complement or enhancement toour CDN, not the CDN itself.Even if all of our international nodes wereto fail, we would still have a fully functionalCDN capable of global delivery to any numberof viewers. All of the other services housed inour core data centers, including cloud

transcoding, playout, and VOD, would remainfully operational. When POPs are down,traditional CDNs have to reroute traffic toother nodes, potentially resulting ininstability, excessive load, and loss ofconnectivity. In many cases, they are alsounable to directly resolve the issues causingthe downtime, especially if these are aproblem with the data center that is housingtheir servers. Streaming from a controlledenvironment allows Tulix’s engineers andsupport staff to find the source of a problemquickly and resolve it immediately.
The Importance of a Controlled EnvironmentAll of Tulix’s services were created withmaximum control in mind. By being in fullcontrol of the infrastructure from which ourstreams are delivered, we are able to performextensive testing and continuously upgradeour technology to stay on the cutting edge.Tulix’s data centers are the core of ourcentralized distribution system and were builtwith infrastructure redundancy in mind. Thepower system is fully redundant, with twoindependent generators that activateautomatically in the event of a power outage.Stream stability can be guaranteed via dual

ingest and dual outbound feeds, while VODfiles are stored using RAID configuration toprevent data loss. The network is innatelyredundant based on the configuration of theroute-optimization systems. Shouldconnectivity to one of the four backbones itchooses between fail, the optimizersautomatically reroute traffic to the stablenetworks.These precautions extend not only to ourCDN, but to all of the streaming-relatedservices we provide. Rather than rely onthird-party systems and risk extendeddowntimes or problems which we cannotaddress ourselves, we built our own solutionsto meet the needs of our customers. Tulix’sapplications for OTT devices and set-top-boxes—as well as our transcoding, cloud-playout, and monetization systems—were allbuilt by us to be able to provide the highestlevel of service and support to our customers. 
The Race to the Bottom: CDN PricingIt’s no secret that the CDN market is ascompetitive as ever. Prices have been on asteady decline in past years and there aremore and more companies trying to enticepotential customers with rock-bottom

A report demonstrating how Tulix’s route-optimizers dynamically choose between networks to reduce latency and packet loss.
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bandwidth pricing. This change has beenfacilitated in part through the ease with whichcompanies can now deploy servers ininternational locations without the need forthe physical presence of engineers or supportstaff. While these companies may boast alarge number of POPs, that number saysalmost nothing about the quality of the nodesused or the streaming expertise of theemployees that operate them. Broadcasters looking for the cheapest per-GB cost are not doing themselves, nor theircustomers, a favor. While on the surfaceprices seem like an apples to applescomparison, treating bandwidth as justanother commodity for streaming ignores allof the factors that differentiate CDNs interms of quality. The method of measuringbandwidth for streaming in terms of datatransferred instead of connection (Kbps,Mbps, Gbps, etc.) is misleading itself andconfusing to broadcasters who often do notunderstand what they are paying for, but

this system of pricing has stuck around likethe many other remnants of the traditionalCDN model. For many broadcasters and corporations,streaming has become either a core of theirbusiness or a vital organ that powersnumerous other functions. While the urge tolook for the cheapest price may be tempting,those looking for a CDN should askthemselves what the consequences would beshould their streaming or experiencewidespread connectivity issues. Consistentquality and stability are crucial for livestreaming, and sacrificing either for savings inthe short term can prove to be a costlymistake in the future.By using a centralized distribution system,Tulix maximizes both cost effectiveness andreliability, allowing us to compete with eventhe largest CDNs on pricing while offeringsuperior stability and quality. Operating ourCDN from a controlled environment meansany service interruptions can be resolved

immediately with minimal supportintervention. Our expertise in streaming andour ability to develop custom solutions tomeet the specific needs of our customers iswhat differentiates us from being acommodity vendor.
Trust, but VerifyThe most important step in determiningthe quality of a CDN is testing it. While thismay seem obvious at face value, the processfor testing that many organizations followfrequently lacks rigor. All companies do theirbest to look good on paper, but the only wayto be sure of a CDN’s quality is to test it in abroad variety of situations. The test streammay work on an office connection in theUnited States, but will it work on a lessoptimal connection across the world? It mayplay fine on a new iPhone 5, but couldsomeone watch it from a phone with an olderversion of Android? These (and many more)are questions many people may not ask whenevaluating a CDN but may become all tooapparent once viewer complaints startpouring in later. We are no strangers to skepticism,particularly because some of the metricspeople use to judge the quality of a CDN atfirst glance—such as location and numberof POPs—belie the actual capabilities andperformance of our CDN. Thus, we havealways welcomed requests for testing as anopportunity to prove not just the viability butthe superiority of our centralized distributionsystem as a means of content delivery. Testingis what has allowed us to fine-tune and perfectour CDN, so we embrace it as a means of bothshowing potential customers what we arecapable of and as a way to satisfy our goal ofcontinuously enhancing our delivery.

A generated graphic showing BGP hops and traffic volume to various connections.


